
Jr. High Summer Reading

6th Grade:
● The Last Battle

○ Author: C.S. Lewis
○ ISBN: 978-0-064471084

● Aesop’s Fables
○ ISBN:  978-1953649584

7th Grade:
● The Bronze Bow

○ Author: Elizabeth George Speare
○ ISBN: 978-0395137192

● Tales of the Greek Heroes
○ Author: Roger Lancelyn Green
○ ISBN: 978-0141325286

8th Grade:
● Lord of the Flies

○ Author: William Golding
○ ISBN: 978-0399501487

● Treasure Island
○ Author: Robert Louis Stevenson
○ ISBN: 978-1948132183

Summer Reading Instructions:
Students are to read and annotate both assigned books. Make sure that the

annotations are insightful and legible because they will be graded. When we return to school in
August, a five paragraph essay will be assigned on one of the books. Details for the essay will
be given in class. Bring both books to class so that you can refer to them and cite them for
your essay. Students will be expected to use MLA Citations in their paper.

Annotation Guide:

"Reading with a Pencil": What are annotations?

Simply stated, annotations are notes taken within the text one is reading. Annotations
include highlighting, underlining, and writing in the margins. All annotations are made directly on
the pages of the text (a Literature novel, a History passage, a standardized test question, etc).
This means that you will be writing in your school books, such as Literature novels, unless
your teacher explicitly tells you otherwise.

Why are annotations important?

Annotations are an effective way of engaging with the text. Making annotations will help
one stay better engaged while reading, remember passages more easily after one has read
them, and find those passages more readily when recalling them. When used correctly,
annotations should help one improve his or her reading comprehension skills as well as one's
recall ability (useful for tests and essays!).



Jr. High Summer Reading

FCA Annotation System

All 6th-8th graders will be using the pencil annotation system. A pencil allows one to
easily make changes and write legibly in the margins of the book.

● Box/circle: new words/vocab
● Solid underline: main ideas / themes
● Squiggle underline: details
● Star: important passages (to be used infrequently)
● Arrows: making connections
● Bracket: longer important passages
● Vertical mark: to re-emphasize something that has already been previously underlined

or bracketed
● Question mark: I don't understand
● Check mark: I understand, or I have confirmed a prediction
● Exclamation point: something new, exciting, surprising

Any Literary Terms (figures of speech, schemes, and tropes) should be underlined and
identified in the margins. "Metaphor," "simile," "alliteration," "allusion," "hyperbole," etc.

Consider using the larger blank areas of the book (like the front and back covers, or the
beginning and ending pages of chapters) to note key information: major themes, character
lists, more detailed questions, answers, and predictions, etc.

Annotation Samples and Practice

On the following pages, you will find passages to annotate yourself and examples of
those annotated passages. Try annotating the passage yourself before looking at the example.

Remember, not everyone's annotations will look the same. There are no "wrong"
annotations, but there are better and worse annotations. The most important thing is to be
thorough. Ask yourself: "If I read through just my annotations on this page, will I have captured
its main idea?"


